Background {#Sec1}
==========

In the last decades there has been a strong rise in the number of relatively cheap laboratory tests that are available as well as in the number of tests requested by physicians \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. These developments provide challenges to physicians with regard to determining which tests to order and how to interpret their combined results \[[@CR3]--[@CR5]\]. This issue is particularly relevant for general practitioners (GPs) as they order a large variety of laboratory tests during \~ 30% of all patient encounters \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\]. Although these challenges are partly unavoidable owing to the large variability of symptoms encountered within general practices \[[@CR6]\], GPs may benefit from improved guidance as to which tests to order in which patients.

Besides the benefits of laboratory testing in terms of setting a diagnosis and deciding upon the best treatment strategy, these tests may offer wider benefits to patients, for example in terms of reducing diagnostic uncertainty or offering reassurance \[[@CR6]--[@CR8]\]. However, laboratory testing is (inevitably) also associated with patient discomfort, and a plethora of test results may divert the physician's attention away from the clinically relevant information \[[@CR9]\]. In addition, it may lead to overdiagnosis, which may result in unnecessary, potentially harmful or costly downstream activities \[[@CR10]--[@CR14]\]. Indeed, previous studies suggest that, depending on the definition used, 30--70% of all laboratory tests may be considered potentially inappropriate \[[@CR6], [@CR15], [@CR16]\]. In this study, 'overutilization' of tests is defined as performing tests that do not affect medical decision-making \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\].

To investigate the added diagnostic value of tests for decision-making, a case study of patients presenting with anaemia in general practice is used. Anaemia is a frequently encountered condition in general practice and is characterized by a low blood haemoglobin level. Its incidence increases with age, and it is associated with increased morbidity and mortality \[[@CR18]--[@CR25]\]. However, as anaemia is not considered a disease in itself but rather a sign of a range of underlying conditions, the underlying cause is often under-diagnosed \[[@CR26], [@CR27]\]. Besides an anamnesis and physical examination, (a range of) laboratory tests are essential in the diagnostic work-up \[[@CR28], [@CR29]\]. The Dutch College of General Practitioners (DCGP)-guideline provides a flowchart supporting GPs in deciding which tests to order based on patient's symptoms, their medical history, and the clinical suspicion \[[@CR28]\]. The tests included in this flowchart include C-reactive protein (CRP), creatinine, erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), ferritin, folic acid, haemoglobin, lactate dehydrogenase, leukocytes, mean corpuscular volume (MCV), reticulocytes, serum iron, thrombocytes, transferrin and vitamin B12. Besides these 14 tests, the patient's renal function (i.e. the eGFR \[or MDRD\]) is calculated, serving as 15th test result.

Despite following the DCGP-guideline, the underlying cause of anaemia remains unknown in 52% of patients \[[@CR30]\]. Previous research indicated that immediately ordering all 15 tests in anaemia patients improves GPs' ability to correctly diagnose the underlying cause and is cost-effective compared to letting GPs decide themselves which tests to order \[[@CR31], [@CR32]\]. It is however unknown whether all 15 tests individually contribute to the GP's ability to (correctly) diagnose the underlying cause of anaemia. Therefore, the current study investigates to what extent each individual test (*within* the full set of 15 tests) adds value to this diagnostic process. In addition, the optimal subset of relevant tests will be determined from a statistical perspective.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Study design {#Sec3}
------------

The data used for this analysis were obtained from a previously conducted questionnaire, in which GPs were asked to determine the underlying cause in cases of real-world anaemia patients. In this section, an explanation of the questionnaire and the database used in this questionnaire will be provided. A more extensive description was published previously \[[@CR31]\].

The cases used in this questionnaire were obtained from a prospective database including patients aged ≥50 years presenting with newly diagnosed anaemia in general practice (*n* = 2389). This database excluded patients with multiple underlying causes (*n* = 293) and contained information about patients' age, gender, and the results of all abovementioned 15 tests. From this database, 201 cases were randomly selected to be used in the questionnaire. In this random selection, the actual prevalence of each of the underlying causes of anaemia was maintained \[[@CR32]\]. The characteristics of the 201 cases used in this questionnaire are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. In the questionnaire, GPs (*n* = 139) were presented with cases of anaemia patients. For each GP, six cases of anaemia patients were randomly drawn from the set of 201 cases. For each of these six cases, the GP was asked to establish the underlying cause based on the patient's age, gender, and test results. In three out of these six cases, GPs were immediately provided with all 15 test results. In the other three cases, GPs were asked to decide for themselves which tests to perform. These questions were however excluded from the current analysis as this analysis only focused on the three cases in which the GP received the full set of 15 test results. The underlying causes to choose from were anaemia of chronic disease (ACD), iron deficiency anaemia (IDA) and renal anaemia (RA). In addition, GPs could choose the option 'other' in which they were asked to specify the expected underlying cause of anaemia, or they could indicate that they could not establish the underlying cause based on the information provided (classified as 'unknown'). For each case, the correctness of this underlying cause was determined by comparing it with its (presumably) correct diagnosis as established by an expert panel, consisting of a GP, an internist and a clinical chemist \[[@CR31]\]. Table 1Descriptive statistics. Descriptive statistics of test resultsMeanSDRangeNormal, % (n)Abnormal, % (n)**Tests with numerical results: mean, SD, and frequency of result within reference value**^**a**^**(*n*** **= 201 cases)** ESR (mm/h)34.727.30.0--120.060% (120)40% (81) CRP (mg/L)26.546.94.0--290.067% (135)33% (66) Haemoglobin (mmol/L)7.30.84.2--8.40% (0)100% (201) Reticulocytes (% of RBCs)1.00.50.3--4.898% (197)2% (4) Creatinine (μmol/L)91.549.442.0--449.067% (135)Low: 3% \[6\];High: 30% (60) eGFR (mL/min/1,73m^2^)71.025.88.0--184.062% (124)38% (77) LDH (E/L)399.5652.7126.0--9385.084% (169)16% (32) Serum iron (μmol/L)10.15.31.9--25.436% (73)64% (128) Folic acid (nmol/L)21.620.13.0--227.098% (197)2% (4) Vitamin B12 (pmol/L)335.1182.6102.0--1408.097% (195)3% (6)**Tests with categorical results: frequency of result within reference value**^**a**^**(n = 201 cases)** Ferritin (μg/L)196.6316.52.0--3322.0Low normal: 35% (70)High normal: 24% (49)Low: 13% (25)High: 29% (57) Leukocytes (× 10^9^/L)7.73.12.0--25.378% (157)Low: 6% (13)High 15% (31) Thrombocytes (× 10^9^/L)295.5107.9117.0--782.082% (165)Low: 2% (5)High: 15% (31) MCV (fL)90.08.360.0--130.084% (168)Low: 9% (18)High: 8% (15) Transferrin (g/L)2.50.61.0--4.176% (152)Low: 18% (36)High: 6% (13)*CRP* C-reactive protein, *eGFR* estimated glomerular filtration rate, *ESR* erythrocyte sedimentation rate, *LDH* lactate dehydrogenase, *MCV* mean corpuscular volume, *RBCs* red blood cells, *SD* standard deviation^a^Reference values applied in the Albert Schweitzer Hospital were used to determine whether a test result was normal or abnormal

Altogether, the questionnaire resulted in 378 anaemia cases in whom an underlying cause was diagnosed by a GP based on the full set of 15 test results. An overview of the entire process of case selection and presenting these to the GPs is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Fig. 1Overview of case selection and cases presented in questionnaire. This figure presents an overview of how the cases were selected from the database and presented to the GPs who participated in the questionnaire. \*125 GPs completed all 3 cases, 1 GP completed only 2 cases and 1 GP completed only 1 case. ACD = anaemia of chronic disease, GP = general practitioner, IDA = iron deficiency anaemia, RA = renal anaemia

Data analysis {#Sec4}
-------------

The data obtained from the 378 cases, including the results of the 15 test for each case, the underlying cause of anaemia as indicated by the GP, as well as the correct underlying cause according to the expert panel, were used as input for the current analysis. Data were analyzed using R (version 3.5.0) \[[@CR33]\]. The package mice (version 3.30) was used for single regression imputation of missing data for the ESR test (*n* = 20) \[[@CR34]\].

As it was considered unlikely that other, less common, causes of anaemia can be diagnosed in general practice (based on the limited information provided) \[[@CR31]\], this study specifically focused on correctly diagnosing IDA, ACD and RA. Therefore, the diagnoses 'other' and 'unknown' were considered as one category. For CRP and vitamin B12, the non-numerical values "smaller than 5 mg/L" (*n* = 109) and "smaller than 111 pmol/L" (*n* = 2) were replaced by the numerical values 4 mg/L and 110 pmol/L, respectively.

For patients with anaemia, the majority of the 15 tests analyzed in this study have one single cut-off value to indicate abnormal test results, for example a haemoglobin level \< 8.5 mmol/L (i.e. \< 13.7 g/dL) in male patients. These test results were therefore handled as binary variables (i.e. normal/abnormal). However, five tests (i.e. ferritin, leukocytes, MCV, thrombocytes and transferrin) can have a too low as well as a too high test result. As too low and too high values are often indicative of different underlying causes of anaemia, the numerical values of these five tests were converted to categorical results. A detailed overview of the cut-off values used (based on the DCGP-guideline \[[@CR28]\]) is provided in Table S1 of Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

### The value of individual tests for (correctly) diagnosing an underlying cause of anaemia {#Sec5}

The impact on the GPs' ability to diagnose an underlying cause of anaemia was investigated in two ways: 1) for diagnosing *an* underlying cause of anaemia (regardless whether this diagnosis was correct), 2) for diagnosing the *correct* underlying cause of anaemia. For investigating the impact of an individual test result on GPs' ability to diagnose *an* underlying cause, the impact of each of the 15 tests (within this *complete* set of tests) was assessed separately by fitting a multinomial logistic regression model (MLR) with a logistic link function, using the mlogit-package and nnet-package \[[@CR35], [@CR36]\]. In addition to the 15 test results, the patients' age and gender were also considered as predictors in the fitting process. The MLR shows the impact of a one unit change in the predictor (for example a change in ESR from 35 to 36 mm/h) on the log odds of the GP diagnosing a specific cause of anaemia rather than diagnosing 'unknown'. The goal of this analysis was to assess whether specific test outcomes may substantially affect the likelihood of diagnosing *one* specific underlying cause of anaemia, while not affecting the diagnosis of any of the other underlying causes. In other words, it is determined whether the GPs incorporate this test in their decision to diagnose a specific underlying cause of anaemia.

Subsequently, the added value of each test (within the *complete* set of tests) on the GP's ability to diagnose the *correct* underlying cause was assessed by fitting a binomial logistic regression model (BLR). In contrast to the MLR, the BLR shows the impact of a one unit change in test result on the log odds of the GP diagnosing the *correct* rather than an *incorrect* underlying cause (for details see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

### The combined value of tests for (correctly) diagnosing an underlying cause of anaemia {#Sec6}

In current practice, many of the 15 tests are ordered simultaneously \[[@CR31]\]. However, an overlap may exist between the information they provide and hence their impact on the GP's ability to (correctly) diagnose the underlying cause. Consequently, a *subset* of tests may actually suffice. Yet, this overlap cannot be captured using a single MLR or BLR model, because the added value of a test may depend on the availability of other test results. Therefore, this overlap was determined, and (largely) removed, by identifying the statistically most efficient test subset (i.e. best subset) using stepwise backward selection \[[@CR37]\]. This analysis was performed twice: with and without considering the correctness of the diagnosed underlying cause. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was used as performance indicator to balance model complexity (i.e. number of predictors) and goodness-of-fit of the model \[[@CR38]\]. In this process, the initial set of 17 predictors (i.e. age, gender and 15 test results) was iteratively reduced by removing the predictor with the lowest impact on the ability of the GP to (correctly) diagnose the underlying cause of anaemia. During each iteration, the AIC was determined, with the subset model with the lowest AIC being the most favorable. This process was repeated until the AIC could not be decreased further (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that reducing model complexity by removing one more predictor resulted in substantially worse performance. Fig. 2Overview of the best subset selection process. This figure illustrates the steps taken in selecting the best (i.e. statistically most efficient) subset of laboratory tests. AIC = Akaike Information Criterion

### Testing assumptions {#Sec7}

Finally, several assumptions underlying the logistic regression model were tested, including testing for multicollinearity, perfect separation of predictors, and a Hausman-McFadden test (for details see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

This research did not receive any specific grant from funding agencies in the public, commercial, or not-for-profit sectors.

Results {#Sec8}
=======

As mentioned previously, the questionnaire resulted in 378 anaemia cases that were included in the current analysis. Of these cases, 117 (31.0%) were diagnosed as ACD, 76 (20.1%) as IDA, 50 (13.2%) as RA, 22 (5.8%) as 'other' and 113 (29.9%) as 'unknown'. Comparing these diagnoses with the diagnoses by the expert panel indicated that 234 (61.9%) were correct, including 47 (61.8%) of the IDA diagnoses, 73 (62.4%) of the ACD diagnoses, 29 (58.0%) of the RA diagnoses, 17 (77.3%) of the 'other underlying causes' and 68 (60.2%) of the 'unknown'.

These 378 cases were based on 201 cases of anaemia patients, indicating that some cases were answered multiple times (by different GPs). Of these 201 patients, 94 (47%) were male, 107 (53%) were female, and the mean age was 74.7 years (range: 50--102 years).

The value of individual tests for (correctly) diagnosing an underlying cause of anaemia {#Sec9}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

When considering the impact of *individual* test results within the complete set of tests, the MLR indicates that CRP, ESR, ferritin, folic acid, leukocytes, eGFR, reticulocytes and serum iron significantly impact the ability of the GP to diagnose *an* underlying cause of anaemia (instead of 'unknown'), regardless whether this diagnosis is correct, as shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Each row in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} indicates the effect of a change in the test result on the probability that the GP diagnoses a *specific* underlying cause, rather than diagnosing an 'unknown' cause. For the tests with numerical results (i.e. ESR, eGFR, folic acid, reticulocytes and serum iron), this 'change' implies a *one unit* shift in the test result, for example a shift in ESR from 36 to 35 mm/h. For the categorized test results, the table mentions the specific shift in the result category (i.e. from normal to abnormal for leukocytes, and a shift from low normal to either low, high normal, or to high, for ferritin). The results of the other seven tests (i.e. creatinine, CRP, haemoglobin, LDH, MCV, thrombocytes, transferrin and vitamin B12) do not significantly contribute to the ability of the GP to diagnose *an* underlying cause. In other words, the extent to which the GP considers this test result in diagnosing an underlying cause of anaemia is insufficient to have a statistically significant impact. As this analysis involves many different comparisons, only the significant outcomes are shown in this table. Table 2Impact of laboratory tests on diagnose an underlying cause of anaemia by GPs. This table shows the impact of individual test results (within the complete set of tests) on the ability of the GP to diagnose an underlying cause of anaemia, regardless whether this diagnosis is correctTests with numerical resultsTestUnderlying cause instead of unknownCoefficient (log odds^*a*^)Exponentiated coefficient (odds)*p*-valueESRACD0.0311.032\< 0.001\*\*\*ESRRA−0.0440.9570.047\*ESROther−0.0600.9410.022\*CRPRA−0.0650.9370.043\*ReticulocytesOther3.65038.471\< 0.001\*\*\*eGFRRA−0.2500.779\< 0.001\*\*\*Folic acidOther−0.0910.9130.023\*Serum ironIDA−0.1580.8540.024\*Tests with categorical resultsTestShift in the result categoryUnderlying cause instead of unknownCoefficient (log odds^*a*^)Exponentiated coefficient (odds)p-valueLeukocytesNormal to abnormalOther2.35210.5030.005\*\*FerritinLow normal to lowIDA3.04921.088\< 0.001\*\*\*FerritinLow normal to high normalACD1.3103.7060.003\*\*FerritinLow normal to high normalIDA1.3643.9110.031\*FerritinLow normal to highACD1.0262.7910.014\*FerritinLow normal to highIDA1.4694.3430.029\*FerritinLow normal to highOther−4.6900.0090.002\*\**ACD* anaemia of chronic disease, *CRP* C-reactive protein, *eGFR* estimated glomerular filtration rate, *ESR* erythrocyte sedimentation rate, *IDA* iron deficiency anaemia, *RA* renal anaemiaSignificance levels: \*\*\* = 0.001; \*\* = 0.01; \* = 0.05^a^For a more detailed explanation on the interpretation of the values reported in this table, see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}

Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows the results of the BLR, indicating the impact of a change in the result of the *individual* tests, within the complete set of tests, on the ability of the GP to diagnose the *correct* underlying cause of anaemia. Results indicate a statistically significant impact for a shift from a normal to a high MCV, as well as a shift from a low normal to a high normal ferritin level, and from a low normal to low ferritin level. For the other tests with categorical results (i.e. leukocytes, thrombocytes, and transferrin), as well as all tests with numerical results (i.e. creatinine, CRP, eGFR, ESR, folic acid, haemoglobin, LDH, serum iron and vitamin B12) no significant impact of a one unit change in a *single* test result on the ability of the GP to *correctly* diagnose the underlying cause of anaemia was found. Table 3Impact of laboratory tests on diagnosing the correct underlying cause of anaemia by GPs. This table shows the impact of individual test results (within the complete set of tests) on the ability of the GP to diagnose the correct underlying cause of anaemiaTests with numerical resultsTestCoefficient (log odds^a^)Exponentiated coefficient (odds)*p*-valueESR−0.0040.9960.578CRP0.0081.0080.070Haemoglobin−0.2160.8060.395Reticulocytes0.1760.1920.560Creatinine0.0061.0060.222eGFR0.0151.0150.094LDH0.0001.0010.641Serum iron0.0241.0240.482Folic acid0.0131.0140.075Vitamin B12−0.0001.0000.509Tests with categorical resultsTestShift in the result categoryCoefficient (log odds^a^)Exponentiated coefficient (odds)p-valueMCVNormal to high1.6004.9540.006 \*\*MCVNormal to low−0.1760.8380.785FerritinLow normal to high−0.1230.8840.725FerritinLow normal to high normal−0.6340.5310.047 \*FerritinLow normal to low1.2313.4250.030 \*LeukocytesNormal to abnormal−0.1690.8440.584ThrombocytesNormal to abnormal0.1261.1340.730TransferrinNormal to high0.2461.2790.741TransferrinNormal to low−0.7810.4580.051*CRP* C-reactive protein, *eGFR* estimated glomerular filtration rate, *ESR* erythrocyte sedimentation rate, *LDH* lactate dehydrogenase, *MCV* mean corpuscular volumeSignificance levels: \*\*\* = 0.001; \*\* = 0.01; \* = 0.05^a^For a more detailed explanation on the interpretation of the values reported in this table, see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}

The combined value of tests for (correctly) diagnosing an underlying cause of anaemia {#Sec10}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

When considering the value of a combination of test results, the most efficient test subset for diagnosing *an* underlying cause as well as for diagnosing the *correct* underlying cause are shown (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). For diagnosing *an* underlying cause, seven predictors were eliminated from the initial set of 17 predictors (i.e. age, gender and the 15 test results). The 10 remaining predictors include the patient characteristic 'age', and the tests CRP, ESR, ferritin, folic acid, haemoglobin, leukocytes, eGFR, reticulocytes and serum iron. For diagnosing the *correct* underlying cause, 11 predictors were eliminated. The six remaining predictors include the patient characteristic 'age' and the tests CRP, ferritin, folic acid, MCV and transferrin. For details see Tables S2 and S3 of Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Table 4Result of best subset selection. This table shows the result of best subset (i.e. most efficient subset) selection for the two patient characteristics and the 15 test results, for diagnosing an underlying cause as well as for diagnosing the correct underlying causePredictors included after best subset selectionPredictorsFor diagnosing an underlying causeFor diagnosing the correct underlying causePatient characteristicsAgeXXGenderTest resultsCreatinineCRPXXESRXFerritinXXFolic acidXXHaemoglobinXLDHLeukocytesXMCVXeGFRXReticulocytesXSerum ironXThrombocytesTransferrinXVitamin B12*CRP* C-reactive protein, *eGFR* estimated glomerular filtration rate, *ESR* erythrocyte sedimentation rate, *LDH* lactate dehydrogenase, *MCV* mean corpuscular volume

Testing assumptions {#Sec11}
-------------------

All variance inflation factors determined were \< 5 (Table S4 of Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), all maximum likelihood estimators converged, and the independence of irrelevant alternatives assumption was not rejected.

Discussion {#Sec12}
==========

Of the 15 tests evaluated, only a subset impacts the GP's ability to (correctly) diagnose an underlying cause of anaemia, from a statistical perspective. The statistically most efficient subset of predictors for diagnosing the *correct* underlying cause contains, besides a patient's age, five tests: ferritin, CRP, MCV, transferrin and folic acid.

However, when considering predictors for diagnosing *an* underlying cause of anaemia, the statistically most efficient subset contains, besides a patient's age, nine tests (i.e. CRP, ESR, ferritin, folic acid, haemoglobin, leukocytes, eGFR, reticulocytes and serum iron). For some of these tests, a strong relation may exist between the test outcome and the probability that the GP diagnoses a specific underlying cause, regardless of whether this underlying cause is correct. In other words, when tests contribute to diagnosing *an* underlying cause by the GP (as shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}), it implies that these tests are taken into account by the GP in their decision making process. However, this does not imply that the test also has a (statistically significant) impact on diagnosing the *correct* underlying cause (as shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). For example, a high ESR is often, but not always, caused by ACD \[[@CR28]\]. Therefore, an elevated ESR test result might lead (too often) to this particular diagnosis, also if it is incorrect.

As shown in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, the most efficient subset for diagnosing *an* underlying cause of anaemia includes the haemoglobin test, whereas the most efficient subset for diagnosing a *correct* underlying cause does not. This may be explained by the fact that a low haemoglobin level is a prerequisite for diagnosing anaemia without providing evidence on the underlying cause.

When considering the results of the BLR for *individual* tests, it is observed that only two of the statistically significant tests (i.e. ferritin and MCV) were found to also be part of the statistically most efficient *subset*, that is combination of tests, for diagnosing the correct underlying cause of anaemia. The other three tests in this subset (i.e. CRP, transferrin and folic acid) were not statistically significant when considered individually. This is most likely explained by the fact that these tests, in *combination*, are highly important for the GP to diagnose the correct underlying cause.

Besides the cases in whom the GPs and/or the expert panel were able to (correctly) diagnose an underlying cause of anaemia, an underlying cause could not be established in 113 out of 378 (i.e. 29.9%) of the cases by the GPs, and 63 out of 201 cases (i.e. 31.3%) by the expert panel, which is in line with literature \[[@CR21], [@CR39]--[@CR41]\]. Further details on the suggested clinical management by the GPs (including medication prescriptions, referral to secondary care, etc.) was published previously \[[@CR32]\].

Strengths {#Sec13}
---------

As the analyses in this study are based on real-life patient data (in which the incidence of the underlying causes of anaemia mimics current practice) and because a representative sample of GPs responded to the survey \[[@CR31], [@CR32]\], the results likely provide a good representation of current practice. In addition, the incorporation of a patient's age and gender as predictors further increases the reliability of the results, as these characteristics should be considered in a patient's diagnostic work-up \[[@CR28]\].

Limitations {#Sec14}
-----------

This study has certain limitations. First, although the GPs were provided with the patients' age and gender, they should ideally also have been able to incorporate information about a patient's anamnesis, medical history, physical examination, or the results of other diagnostic tests, in their diagnostic process \[[@CR28]\]. For example, aspects like a history of renal failure may be highly important for diagnosing RA. However, as such aspects are (partly) dependent on the GP's perception and experience, these cannot be comprehensively captured in a database. As both the GPs and the expert panel established the underlying cause of anaemia based on the (limited) information presented in the questionnaire and by using the available guidelines \[[@CR28]\], this lack of information was similar in both groups. As a consequence, the underlying causes diagnosed in the questionnaire may not fully resemble the diagnosis that would have been established in clinical practice, but this effect is likely similar for GPs and the expert panel. It is therefore expected that this limitation did not affect the added value of the 15 tests as reported in this study. In addition, as the expert panel (i.e. a GP, an internist and a clinical chemist) established the underlying cause based on their broad expertise across these three disciplines, and because they used the current clinical guidelines, it was assumed that this diagnosis was correct or at least the best diagnosis that could be established based on the information provided.

Second, the analysis only considers the impact of laboratory tests on the ability of GPs to (correctly) diagnose the underlying cause of anaemia, and does not account for other aspects of the value of testing (e.g. in terms of patient reassurance). Third, the impact of individual tests on setting *a* diagnosis or a *correct* diagnosis is expressed in terms of a one unit change in the result of a single test. The expected variability in test results should therefore be considered in relation to its unit of measurement. For example, the reticulocyte test result usually varies between 1 and 2% \[[@CR42]\], indicating that a one *unit* (i.e. 1%) change leads to a very high regression coefficient compared to a one *unit* (i.e. 1 mm/h) change in ESR. The difference in the impact of these changes in clinical practice is however likely less pronounced. In addition, in the current analysis, all numerical test results were classified as either normal or abnormal. Consequently, the analysis could not account for the potential impact of test results that deviate strongly from their reference value, compared with test results that only show a minor deviation, on the (correctness) of the diagnosed underlying cause. Finally, tests were evaluated and selected based on their overall contribution to the GP's ability to correctly diagnose the underlying cause of anaemia. Consequently, tests that may only be valuable for diagnosing a specific (less common) cause may not be identified as such in the current analysis, where added value is essentially assessed across all patients and all underlying causes. This may (for example) explain why an abnormal creatinine test result was not significantly associated with (correctly) diagnosing RA, as only 26 out of 201 cases (12.9%) involved RA patients.

Implications for practice {#Sec15}
-------------------------

Annually, in the Netherlands, 57,000 patients are newly diagnosed with anaemia in general practice \[[@CR31]\]. Compared to immediately ordering the full set of 15 tests, test overuse may be reduced with 67% while the percentage of correct diagnoses is expected to be (almost) unaffected. In practice in the Netherlands, GPs may (initially) order any number of tests, and on average they order seven tests \[[@CR31]\]. Conversely, ordering just the five tests of the statistically most efficient subset, and ordering additional tests only when no clear underlying cause can be found based on this, could save up to two tests per patient (i.e. -29%) \[[@CR32]\], while the percentage of patients with a correct diagnosis is expected to increase. Although cost savings in terms of preventing (unnecessary) laboratory tests are relatively small, the most efficient test subset may prevent unnecessary downstream diagnostic activities, thereby preventing unnecessary patient burden and reducing healthcare costs. However, decisions regarding which tests to perform in (suspected) anaemia patients are increasingly supported by clinical chemistry laboratories \[[@CR43]\]. As the protocols for this 'reflex-testing' differ between hospitals, the results of this study are likely also valuable for laboratories to establish a standardized, optimal subset of laboratory tests for reflex-testing. As the work-up of establishing the underlying cause in newly diagnosed anaemia patients differs (slightly) between countries, this may limit the generalizability of the results presented here. The concept of overuse of laboratory tests is, however, not limited to the Netherlands and also not limited to anaemia patients. This study can therefore be considered an example of how statistical analyses can contribute to defining a potentially more efficient subset of laboratory tests and thereby to prevent test overuse. It is therefore recommended to perform similar studies in other countries, disease areas or medical conditions, in order to safely decrease the number of tests performed.

Conclusions {#Sec16}
===========

Although current clinical guidelines recommend the use of an extensive set of laboratory tests to diagnose the underlying cause of anaemia, a subset of five tests has most added value from a statistical perspective. This subsets still provides a similar ability to the GP to (correctly) diagnose an underlying cause of anaemia. Consequently, a statistical approach to assessing the added value of tests may reduce test overuse. Whether such a subset of tests is acceptable and cost-effective in daily practice should be further investigated.

Supplementary information
=========================

 {#Sec17}

###### 

**Additional file 1.** This file contains the reference values of the 15 laboratory tests, extensive descriptions of the multinomial and the binomial logistic regression model, the assumptions that have been tested, as well as the detailed results of the multinomial logistic regression model, of the best subset selection and of the variance inflation factor.
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